
Space redefined.
Hanging Desk Organiser

Introducing Dittoʼs Hanging Desk Organiser that
creates space for students.

Product Information



Dittoʼs Hanging Desk Organiser was
created to solve present problems and meet

future challenges in classrooms, homes and offices.

Reduces clutter;
Boosts efficiency
and productivity

Compact

Practical

Folds quickly to be
tucked or carried away

Expands space without
being obtrusive

Reduce contact among students as fewer
books are placed on shelves and lockers

Students can place their PLDs in the pockets
and secure them with personal locks

Stores books,
worksheets, stationery,
and digital devices all
within reach

Organised

Portable

Personalised

Covid-19 Safe Management Measures

Personal Learning Device (PLD)

Invokes a sense of
ownership and
responsibility

Functional

Easy setup, water
resistant, and lightweight

D
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4 Small Side Pockets

2 Internal pockets
(located in top 2 Side Pockets)

Stores exercise books;
3 books per pocket

2 Large Front Pockets
Stores laptops, tablets,
writing paper, A4 folders

The pocket on the left can be
closed and locked with a
small padlock deter theft

A5 Folder
For timetables, to-do lists,
motivational quotes,
formula tables
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Stores calculators,
phones, stationery

Designed with students in mind, Hanging Desk
Organiser creates storage spaces around the desk
for them to utilise. With books, files, stationery, and
devices neatly organised, students are able to store

and retrieve them quickly with ease.

Hanging Desk Organiser is designed to be easily
assembled by students, secured firmly onto the table

with 4 industrial velcro-strips.

Assembly Instructions

Underside



Fits all standard classroom desks in Singapore.

*We can customise Hanging Desk Organiser for your schoolʼs desks if it
differs from the standard sizes. Rates are dependent on the quantity you
order.

Dimensions

When itʼs time to pack up, Hanging Desk Organiser
folds away neatly and snuggly under the desk.

A strap to wrap
it for storage



Do not iron. Do not machine wash. Do not dryclean.
Do not tumble dry. Hand wash only.

Soak the product in warm water and put some detergent on the
dirty area. Rub it gently with your hands or with a soft brush.

Use your palms to push out as much water as possible, taking care
not to crumple or damage the product. Spread it out to dry.

Care and Maintenance

Made from 100% Polyester Felt,
Hanging Desk Organiser comes in 2 colours: How it started

Taken from https://medium.com/swlh/how-to-use-design-thinking-in-the-ux-design-process-e33c4f11a6be

First Prototype

I remember the spark came when I was invigilating a class during
an exam as a Relief Teacher. A student had accidentally kicked a
water bottle on the floor which gave everyone a shock in the
quiet room. While invigilating, I began thinking about the other
problems students and teachers were facing with the desk which
has not changed since I was in Primary
School 40 years ago! Furthermore, the
needs of pupils are changing and the
curriculum evolving. Thus, I started
exploring ideas to create more desk
space for students by allowing them to
hang their books and water bottles at
their tables.

In retrospect, the whole process starting from the Spark to the
final production reminds me of the Design Thinking process. The
initial idea and design changed along the way as I formed a
team and got the prototype tested out. Through feedback and
discussions, we improved our design and made it unique, useful
and user-friendly.

It would be my pleasure and honour to share my experience
(and others) with your students/staff and relating Design Thinking
(theory) to their daily (and future) encounters with problems/
issues around us.

Roger Tan,
Creator of Hanging Desk OrganiserIcons from Flaticon.com
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